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THE WAVE STATISTICAL THEORY OF ALPHA- 
DISINTEGRATION
By  K  C. K A R  ANT) M R C IIA U D H U R Y
ilsL'CCiVi d fo) l>iiblu alion, Si'fiU'inbt } iS,
ABSTRACT The present papei is nn allempt L) sliulv the plicnomenoii of alpha-deeLiy 
from a conijzleUlv new standpoint All the ])rcvioiis Iheun'es are based on the kakng^' 
hypothesis, Ihst inttuduced b\' Gainow (kjjS) Tlie rc'Ccnl e\peiiiuenls of ClimiLy (1916) nie, 
howevei, "in sen uis di ^aKreenu n1" ^^ ith the above tlieones So tlit need of reformuhtion 
rf llie above hypotlusjs has been stiessc d b} Chant; and others
According; to till present Iheoi)'the alpha paitides do not leak Ibrniigh the p^ iteutial 
barriu by some imknowti meehanisni, but aetiKilly surmount the banler as lerpurtd by 
dassical metdianics And on erminig out of the nueleus they aie ait-al upon bv a retaidnig 
attiactirm held of Yukawa type, wlmh will obvionsiv ic dure the initi'al high eneigy to 
the low obsu ved value. Instead of the usual wave eiluatiuii, we have taken those fiom the 
pririuplcs of w'ave .statistu s, given bv Krn (in^o), w'hidi give a ph.v-ieal mteipietation foi 
the nihnial meehanisni ot disiiiLegnilioii.
'J'he diief advantagrs  ol the piestnl theory aie
(1'' , \ni . r})hci t  formula foi Ihem iek'n  iatliiis, im ffpcm h 'ii/A , h‘Ys been obtaimd for 
the fii')! lnn< \cidi  I'q. (k^'l 'riievalm s of nneleai ladii ha\e been ealculated liom the 
observed eiieigv values (Table I) The values thus ohiaiiied aie unique foi given "-values, 
unlike the nmuerous values given b^  the pre\ious theom s
I') The maximum values of tlu rxlia-iiucleai Yukawa type field have been eakulated 
from the formula obtained | vide Eii (^ 5 1) 1 The ordei of tlu luagiiitudLs obl.imed agn e 
with the values of inudrar binding eiieigu s calculated fioin in.issukteeLs, etc
(31 The foimnla foi dismlegiatiuii constant A dilJers in Ihe exponential part from Ihe- 
ikimow -^faetui, in having the inteinal ciiLTgy of the alpha partule instead of its observed 
value. This will explain the diseiepam'V between the picvious theories and the recent 
expeiiniental rcsulbs
(4) It explains rpialdatively the genual ileeiense in the munher ol spectral lines as we 
go up a radioactive senes'^
68
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The firtil aUenipt to give a wavc-meclmnica! Ifcatmtiil of tlm iiroblem 
of alpha-decay wab made by (hTiiiow ( 928), and C'oiidou ami Oiirney (le^ aS) 
The difficnUy in explaining the difference between the observed low energy 
of the emitted alidia particles and the high energy of the potential batricr at 
the surface of the nucleus (indicated by scattcinig expcnnieiits) led them 
to inltodtice the well-known hypothesis ot leakage. It is abso assumed that 
the energy of the alfiha paitides inside the nueleus is complex and that the 
iinaginaiy part is the cause of the leakage (Gamow, 1937).
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Since then attempts have been made by Sexl (1929), ICar (1933), Betlie 
(1937)1 Preston (1946) and many others* to study the phenomenon of alpha- 
decay. Each attempt was initiated with the purpose of removing the lack 
of mathematical rigour at places in Gamow’s theory noticed by the different 
authors. But the fundamental hypothesis of leakage and the complex energy 
for a real particle were retained throughout by others except by Kai (1933), 
who gave up the latter hypothesis though retained the former A ll these 
theories have given almost the same formula for disintegration constant A, 
as obtained by Gamow.
The experimental agreement of Gamow's foriiiula was found to be more 
or less satisfactory. How’ever, recently with the collection of more accurate 
data, Berthellot (1942) has suggested that for better agreement, comparison 
with the experimental Geiger-Nuttal curve should be made for isotopes only. 
More recently, objections have also been raised by Chang (1946), wlio has 
discovered low energy spectral lines for alpha-rays from Ra, RaT^ . etc. 
According to him, the existing theory of alpha-disintegration is “ 111 serious 
disagreement" with his experimental results. For, “ the theoretical intensity 
varies much more rapidly than the obseived intensity." Another setious 
objection, pointed out by Chang and also admitted by Gamow (i 94Q), is that 
unacceptably large spin changes, as calculated from Gamow’s theory, occur 
in the case of normal-normal and normal-high alpha transformations. 
He has also pointed out that if the internal energy of the alpha particles be 
supposed to be higher than the observed value, in contradiction to the 
fundamental hypothesis of leakage, the disciepancy can Jie reconciled. 
Hence while stressing the need of “ reformulation" of the current decay theory, 
Chang (1946) has suggested a modification in a qualitative w^ ay. He assumes 
that penetration occurs through the barrier at a higher energy level than 
the corresponding observed low energy and that the original difficulty of 
energy difference can be explained by postulating sonic sort of semi-statlc 
interaction between the outgoing alpha particle and the product nucleus, 
resulting in the transfer of the balance energy back to the residual nucleus. 
However, as the exact mechanism of this transfer of energy is not knowm the 
position remains more or less as vague as in Gamow’s conception of leakage.
S E C T I O N  1
In the proposed theory, vve shall suppose that flic alpha paiticlc does 
not leak through the barrier due to some unknown mechanism but actually 
surmounts the potential hill with energy higher than or just sufficient to 
overcome it, as required by classical mechanics. We also assume that as the 
alpha particle just comes out of the nucleus, a retarding attraction field of 
Yukawa type is at once set up betw^een the outgoing alpha particle and the 
product nucleus. This extra-nuclear attraction field would obviously reduce
See references.
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Ihe initial high eneigy of the alpha particle to tlic observed low value As, 
however, this short range attraction force is operative only when the alpha 
particle has left the nucleus, the minimum energy with which it can come 
out from inside the nucleus is equal to the peak energy of the Coulomb 
field, i.e., 3s*c^/ro, where 7o = nticlear radius, and 2* = charge number of 
the product nucleus. If the attraction potential U{r) is effective upto a short 
distance, reducing to an insignificant value at (say), no further reduction 
in the energy of the alpha particle can take place beyond this range. Thus 
the total energy of the alpha particle at r] is equal to the final observed 
kinetic energy.
Now from what has been stated above, the whole phase space may be 
divided into three regions, namely.
Region I. o <  r <  rQ, i e., the interior of the nucleus.
In this region the potential energy U' may be taken to be constant. 
Thus E' + U' = Ei, the total kinetic energy inside the nucleus.
Region 2. ro <  r <  r,, i e , the extent of the short range force.
In this region the Coulomb potential V = 2z*rir.  The short range 
attraction potential actually varies from V{r^ i) at r,) to U{r^~o at r,. We 
shall, however, assume for simplicity the mean constant potential f/o ffie 
wave equation for this region.
Region 3. r, <  i e , outside the influence of the short range force.
In this region, the Coulomb potential V = 2z c^ l^r, U{r)~o, kinetic 
energy = (£ 3 - T), where Ea is the total energy of the alpha particle, and is 
obviously the observed alpha energy, lMv“.
4—i738P i^2
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The distributioD of fields assumed in the proposed theory is shown in 
Fig. For comparison the distribution assumed by the previous workers
is given in Fig. i(b),
Region i .  In this region the wave equation from the principles of wave 
statistics, is given by
1 + X,=c
where represents the wave function for the alpha particle for q-space- 
This wave c(iuatioii differs from that of vSchrodinger in having the term 
b''^ h~I , where b is the damping co-efficient. It is to be noted that for
mechanism of disintegration, Kai (1940) has .suggested from hydrodynamical 
analogy that when viscosity develops in the highly dense but compressible 
iiuclcar ])ha.se fluid, alpha particle comes out as a result of damping- iThus 
damping factor b provides a phy.sical interpretation for disintegration, ind b 
is defined by b.D, .dt = dD,,, rvhere L) t is the number density of alpha parti­
cles just inside the surface of the nucleus. Now since the emission is assufiied 
to be spherically symmetrical, we have l = o, and so the radial component 
of the wave function Xi f^ or region i satisfies
d'^Ri+2 dR_^ _^ _Sn‘ ]\LE,
dr^  r ' dr h“
Putting R i=  ~  , in Eq. (i) we have
I  +
b l^r Ri — o (i)
d-R'  ^ ,
dr lE
The solution of Eq. ( j.i)  gives
1 + b%^ \Ri'^o (i.i)
const. sin 0^1 r (1.2)
where
2_ 87T^MFi (  b-h- \  
y  l 6n % ^  J (1.3)
Regions 2 and 3. Outside the nucleus b is absent. Consequently, on 
taking corresponding energies, we have the wave equation for the region 2 
(to <  r <  rj) as
Ax.+ {E, +  V o - V ( r ) ) . \ ,  =  o
and for the region 3 (ti <  r <  00) as
.A X ,+ ^ ( E , - V ( , )  ).x. = o
(1.4)
(i-5)
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These are identical with the usual wave equations except for the term 
V q in region Therefore the modified liL-cqnations for these external 
regions are
and
d K-2 I 2 dR'2 I JV/ /jp ,11 I// \ \ r)
d?~ ^ T ’“d r  ^ 1 ^ '  f^o- FM  ].i?.= o
-!4'+  + ).R,=r.o
d r  r  dr h
... (2)
.. (3)
R ' R''On putting R i=  —  , and == , respectively in (2) and (3), we have
d R2 . Stt Af / 1  77 t■»( \ 1 rr * I-I- __{E^  +Uo~~ V(r) ) R 2 - C
dr h
(2 i)
and  ^ (E,i-V(t) ).Ry=o
dr^ h~
... 0  i)
where M =  mass of alpha particle, E —total energy of the ^-particle, 
F(r) = 22*c‘ /^ , 2* = c —2. The subscripts 2, and 3 respectively refer to
regions 2 and 3.
To solve Kq. (2.1) we put 
p = a,r
(2.2)
where = V 2M^Ea+ Uo)lh
Therefore Eq. (2.1) becomes
d
dp
W  = o’ \ 4  P I
where
Again by substituting
E  =  M
hs/2i'E~^Jo)
p =  2 X
K , = K ' j 2
Eq (2.3) can further be simplified and we have
^ + ( , - K Z W = o
d x  \ X j
Similarly from Kq. (3 i j  we have evidently
where we have put
f) =0,^r =  2X
a., = 47r V 2ME^lh
K , = 47rs*e  ^ s/M _ K  
h s / aEt
(2.3)
(2 4)
( .^5)
(2.6)
(3-2)
(3-3)
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Now Kqs. (2.6) and (3.2) are standard differential equations. P. Debye 
(1909) has given a solution by the method of steepest descent, which has 
been used by Preston (1946). We shall, however, follow the method given 
by vSchlechinger (1900), and quoted by Sexl (1929). Both the methods, of 
course, lead to the same solution.
It would be useful to give a brief sketch of the method to be followed. 
Let us as.sume a solution of (2.6) in the form
R i  = e'* ... (4)
where
+ + ------ .-.(4.1)
in which A and are small. On substituting (4) in (2.6) and neglecting 
the small quantities ^dgijdx and we have ;
^0' + ^0" + + 1 -  = o \s)
where 0^ —
^dgo
dx
The following three cases may now be consideied ;
Case 1. Let x  be very small and K'2 very great. Along with .r, r becomes 
very small. So the solution refers to a region inside the nucleus. Thus 
the case is apparently invalid for an equation holding for a region wdiere there 
is Coulomb field.
Case 2- Let .v and K2' be both great Hence fiom Ihp (5), equating tcims 
of the same order we get
and
-  1 I )
dx
U 3)
-I .dV
(6)
Using Eq. (4 3) in (4) we have for the solution
R -------
Here again the solution (6) may be of two different forms accoiding as,
, the solution becomes
... (6 1^
(a) > 1 ,  and so putting =
cos u 
tKiiau-sm 2m)
= const. Vcot M. e
or, as,
(b) <  I, and so putting the solution becomes
X X cosh'^ w
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7^ 2^  ~const, s/coth u.e
-—  lil/vjisinli 2it —2m) — ir/4}
... (6.2)
Case 3. Let x  be very j*real and finite, so that^^- Hence
X
from Eq. (5), on equaling terms of the same order we get
and ^ g x = - i -  - h i . g o t  }•dx 2l\
}
'riierefore, using (4.4) in (4), the solution becomes
■ Vii  ^ r+Jva 111. .r — ^ - \
"  \ 2 2 A /
7\'o = const, e
It may easily be shown from (2.2), (2.4) and (2..'’)) that
K'j, =
X E.^  + Vo
(4 .4)
(7 )
(7. 1)
Region 2. In this rcgioii near u ,   ^ >  Kn + Uq, because even for zero
r
initial kinetic energy of the (X-particle, (Eim ) >o =  Ea + t/(rg) — = 0 i.e.
—  — = + Viro) and t/(ro)>Lo {Eig. t (flJ and i  (6) Then from out-
H
2
waids as the Coulomb potential  ^ decreases, it mu.st bo equal to Ea+ Z7o
r
at certain value i = r ' ,  Le .,  at 1 ',
=£2+^/0 (7-2)
K'<So for the region 2(a) i.e., for r,> < r< T', from Eq. (7.1), -  ' " >  i ,  hence foi 
this range we have to take the solution as (vide (6.1)
J ? s =  2" )  . . .  (,S)
r r
A gain for the region 2(6) i-e., f o r r ' - < r < r i , ------- <C £ 3^ and so from
Eq. (7.1)— I .  Therefore in this range w e  have to take the solution as
X
h id e  (6.2) )
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... (8 .1 't  nr ^
If, however, ri is sufficiently great, so that— near ti, we should take
a:
solution as Ivide 7^) ),
r
instead of Eq. (8.iJ. But as we do not know where ?j actually falls, we 
should start by taking both the solutions (8.1) and (8.2) for the region 2 (bj, 
finally rejecting the one found to be inappropriate from other considerations.
Region 3. In this region beyond rj, ------  is definitely very smajll, and
so we have, 2z*e  ^jr
\
: I, similai to Eq. (7.1), Therefore we have to
take the solution of E^ q, (3.2), corresponding to (7) as
7? ,=  ,  ±M 7  >” -7- ~ ) (9)
Boundaiy Conditions :
Of the boundary conditions of continuity at r = i„j and at i =  u ,  the latter 
is useful in giving valuable informations regarding the si/x of, the nucleus, 
and the magnitudes of the attraction potential TJ{i) at in the region 2. 
So we consider it first. The other boundary condition will be considered in 
Sec. 2.
The J^-components of the wave equations (r.4) and (1.5) satisfy the 
combined boundary conditions at t=T j, namely,
A s already discussed under I{q. (7-1), R-j, may have two forms near 
according as — * <  i or i.  Taking'the real part of the first form, given
X
in (8.IJ (the unknown constant, in general, being considered complex) we have
i ? 2 = c o t h  li . cos |/C2^sinh 2«  -  2m^ -  ^  + *^2} (1 0 . i )
wheie p2 the unknown epoch. On taking the above value of R ,^ the left 
hand side of (10) becomes
4 r.
~ r ------ - f  \ l xtan{K 2(sinh -^P,}
0 - S )
Again taking the real part of the second form of given in Uq. (8.3) 
we have
u const. ,  ^R z— - . c o s i — r - y
    R ,^ (
ocli W ith tliis value of R^
we take the real part oi R ,^ j
» — K", In. r -  -^
1. On substituting the above 
( t o )
— - lan('^-rj -K ^  In—
» , \ 2  / \2 2 4 /
Now for the left hand side of (lu) we can take either ( i i j  or ( i i  i). liqua­
ting (12) successively with u i,' and (11 i), we have after transfoiination
\!  ^ X tanllva^sinh 2U i-2W j^ - - +/Jo|
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where pJ  is the conespondiug ep h h j, the 1. h. s. of 
(10) becomes
I I . t )
For the right hand side of (lu; f given in Kq ly) 
and get
R .= const.
where P-i is the unknown epoch value of R. ,^ we 
have for the right hand side of lo)
=  -- ) x t a n ( ^ 7j -  K,  In ^
\ 2 / V 2
and (?= _  &  ) x i a J - K ,  In r, -  — +p,'
\ 2 Tj / '< 2 2 4
(13)
1 )
W e cannot proceed fmthcr with the equations (13) nnd (13.i) without 
ascertaining the nature of the resultant field in the region 2. The scattering 
experiments of Rutherford (1927) with nucleus suggest that the resultant 
field in region 2 should in general be repulsive. Thus even if the total 
energy of the emitted alpha particle is wholly potential at to, its energy at 
7i, should in general lie partly potential and partly kinetic, If the particle 
comes out with the minimum energy, then evidently its kinetic energy  ^ at 
r„ is zero, and so we have at ro,
(Fliiii)/„ = ^ =  (Ealiniii +  t^(ry)£=o ---------=0
0^
and at /i, since f/('i) =  o,
'IT \ — (T7 \ 2s’*’e‘Vn«kiiih,— t-tia/m iii------ =>h
(1 5 )
(t6)
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where (E2)i„in is Ihe total energy in region 2, corresponding to £ = o. But the 
alpha particle cannot always come out with the minimum energy, i.e. we 
cannot have alw'ays £ = o On the othei hand,  ^ may have as many discrete 
values as there are energy levels in the nucleus higher than the peak of the 
barrier. When the decaying nucleus emits the alpha particles from different 
energy levels, the product element will be left in the corresponding excited 
states. This product nucleus, like all other isomers, is likely to possess 
different spin values corresponding to its different excited states. Again as 
the interaction potential is of Yukawa type and spin dependent, Uir) in (15) 
will change in magnitude with spin. Now, since the spin-difference is 
associated with the difference of eneigy states of the nucleii*' and hence with 
the initial k. e,  ^ of the emitted alpha particle, U{r) is evidently indirectly related 
to the initial kinetic energy of the alpha particle. Thus ICq (15) may 
be taken in the general form 1
E2 + U{ro)i - = 1- . .. \ (17)
On comparing (17) with (15) wc have at once
/i2= (lizlmin +£+/^ \l8)
where
(3 = U {ro)(^o-V{r,h  ... (18 ij
We shall, however, show later on that /i is positive and consequently 
f^(ro)£=o~ b (r^ ))iniv\ ... (18,2)
Now since we have defined the second boundary r, as the distance at 
which the attraction potential is sensibly zero, it is reasonable tt) believe that 
for the small change /? in t/(ro), the change in the value of the potential at 
such a great distance is insignificant. Thus only the kinetic portion 
of the total energy of the alpha particle changes at the second boundary ti, 
with any change in the initial kinetic energy £ at tq. Therefore, similar 
to (17), we should take Eq. (16) at in the general form
= V (19)
where, [vide (18)]
 ^=  »lo + £ + ^ (iQ.i)
Now if S be the ratio of the straight mean U(ro)£/2 to the true mean 
Uq for the attraction ijotential in region 2, we have, corresponding to Kq (17),
E , +  U o - = £' (20)
where
(20.1)
Comparing Eq. (20) and (17), Uq is seen to be the actual attraction potential 
at r , where £' is the corresponding kinetic energy. Again, since C7(r) is of 
Yukawa type, the mean value Uo, given by (20.1) and which has been taken
constant for the wave equation (i./i) or (2), must be less than the straight 
average Ileucc in Kq. (20.1) we have
-'>>1 ... (21)
It will he shown latei on [vide Eq. (32 2)] that .v <  2. It is obvious that 
for the lower limit and r in (20) are the averages of the corres­
ponding quantities at the two boundaries ro and rj. It may be easily seen 
that for the upper limit vV = 2, we have
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r  —  ' i. f i ,
+ ... (203)
Now having thus defined for the second region we get at once from 
(2.2) nnd (2 /\i
2^ _ 2(K2~\ U„) , .
Now. substituting in the equation of continuity (13) the values of 
from (22), (2.2) and frg) respectively, we have after
transformation
___  _,_8TTc^ c2 >v/_^n7;H-V)
2(r/ii + ’/l tan 7v^ a(sinh 21I1 — enj) —  ^ —
h</ 2 K
f < - A \
- - - -  _ _  A__ '
t a n | / v gfsiiih 2 U i  —  2 U i )  —
(23)
2v i + r/p/Ea 
(i -j/Zli'a)
vSimilarly from (2.2), 2^ 4) '^^ nd fig), the aUeruativc equation (13 i) transforms 
into ^
r _u y r \ +_  I _ _  (1 + ?;/Ag) _ ____ 2 4 /
(23-1)
Now from the optical analogy, that the transmitted waves do not suffer 
any phase change at a boundary, it is reasonable to assume that the matter 
waves do not undergo any change of phase at the boundary r , . Hence the 
ratio of the tangents of the pliase angles at r^ , on the light hand side of both 
equations (23) andf23 ij become i, and so we have
2{Uq + 7J)
tan -^/Calsinh 2Mj- 2 mJ -  +/^2}
h[E.2-^)
_ Sirs*cr tj M (E 2 + Tj)
h*j2E2 iE^-V)
. (23-2)
5—1738P— la
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2 y/ i + V qIE^ _____ ___ __ {1 + T1IE2)
( i - f l l E s )  V i +  UolE
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On solving (23.3) fo r +  , it may be easily shown that either
U „ = o ,o r = | i( i- £ ) - i r ' x E i
(23-3)
(23-4)
The second value of in (23 4) is negative, as ^ < C i .  Thus both the
possible values of t/„ obtained 111 (23.4) should be rejected, as going against 
our fundmental conception of C/o. We are thus left with the only equation 
of continuity (23-2)
To 
of the i
vSince /  is not a boundary, R.  should be valid at r'. A t r= r\  the Veal 
pari of the solution in (8.1) as given in (10.i) is
R., =  \ cothtt . cosl Ka(sinh 2m-2 u) - -  +^2} (23-5)
1 r t 4 Jir^r'
(cotll u) r^ T '=  \ j --------- ------------ :
i-4K a/(X ir'
t'  find the unknown epoch P2 in (23.2), we consider the behavjiour 
; solution Rn, given in Kq. (8.1) for the region 2(h), i c. for r' <  r <
where
dKAgain from (2.2), (2.4) and (7.2) we have = i Therefore
(coth u)t=t' = co ... (24)
i e , ihc solution in (23.5j is infinite, which is impossible. Therefore in 
order to make the solutimi bounded at r', we must take in (23.5)
cos-tXa (&inh 2u — 2u}— - + p z \ \I 4 J\r =  i '
/\2(sinh 2 u - 2 u ) - ^  +p2\
4 lr = r' 2
From Eq. (24), l»|r-r' =0 and (sinh 2 u ) , - , ‘ =0. Hence from (24.1) 
we at once get
1 71
4
Using (25) in 2^3.2) we have finally for the continuity equation
2HJ0 + rj)
tanj/Ca^sinh 2 Wi - 2 t t i ) + " J
87T2*e“ \/ 2M{Uo + rj)
h{E2-v)
(25)
(26)
_ 87r2*e”(ii2 + j^)
hviEi-ri)
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where v is the observed velocity of alpha particle, given by E>i = 1 j 2.Mv  ^=  E .^ 
The first term in (26) is very small compared to the second and the third, 
as can be seen by putting the approximate values for all the quantities 
involved. So neglecting this terra, to a first approximation Ave find
i  -  J L  +
£ 2  A  2Ea 4 E /
Now using ^26.1), the correction term in (26) becomes
where
tan 0
x o . i 393(sinb 2U| —2i<i) ^
T - i o - » x  1-5 _ - L
\  4 2E^
(26.t)
■ (27)
(27.t;
neglecting the small term.
E2
Again to find 2«i and sinh 2Wi in (27.1) we note that by definition
«   ^ _L r T / t:  5  / 4  ~
cosh =2 _  ^  I +  f/p /E a ^  __ 2E2
^27.2)4E2
from which 2Ui and sinh 2Wj can be calculated if »?/Ea is known. Substituting 
(27) in (26) we have
87Tg*g^  y/ 2M (Uii + ) _ 87T2*e“ (Ea + 'i) _ < - i ! ) 2^8)
Therefore
+  V =  I  I  + higJier term
82*e  ^ tan 6
l/o + »//2 = 4 42*e‘* tan 0 X (29)
Determination of P
A t the outset it need be pointed out that since ^ is involved only in 
L/qi Eq. (29) is unaffected even if we take  ^= 0 always In that case, however, 
we have to assume with Gamow and others that the size of a nucleus of same 
fluctuates as it is raised to different energy states by emitting different 
«-groups. Thus we have to assume as many as 13 radii for the same Rah' 
nucleus. This seems to us less plausible than our conception of constant 
ro, which follows from (29) with discrete ^-values. So let us now decide 
whether (3 is positive or negative.
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Let us first assume that is negative, and we have then from (20.1) 
and (18,1)
[/„=  (30)
2 S  2 S
Tt is evident from (30) that when  ^= 0, Uq is minimum. Hence 
— [U (^'o)]i-o/25.
0 / o U ,=  [ y ( i o ) W 2 s +  -
'mint
2A
and so
(f^ o)inrix ~ (f/o)min ~ Ana*/2 S . (30.T)
Again wliui] /3 = i),  ^= Q, therefore (f/o^ mm corresponds to (^2 1^11 and so in that 
case i] = tio [vide (19.1).] Also when /? is maximum,  ^ is also maximum, and 
(f o^'max corresponds lo and in that case >/ = i;mux Therefore iieglectpig
the small correction term 3»?/Zi2 in (29) we have similar to (30 i). '
(('o).m« -  ((7 o),nn. =  ^ _ «4 2
i Tmax (Anlmax_Tmnj (KjliUiin \
tan <$*0 hin^ imix I
Again from (ig.i) and (i8) for negative
'An.ix ^]o (A 2;mill* ~  i^mix
Now substituting ^31.1) in (31)
(31-1)
( n  i _( T ]  ) ~  _  ^ _R  \ __  ^ iT m u x  ^^2)11101 T-’ rnjii ( A n )  mm I
te/o/niiii — — v^ iniix "Pmiix) — ----- /i "--------------------------- I4 4 Z!*e^   ^ tan '^o  ^  ^  ^ ‘
J'rom (30.1) and (31.2) we have 
'a — 2)
tan mnx J
... (31.2)
• - (32)
__ ^X  } '^mux (A-<2) 11mX __ TJnun (Ajjtnin '
c*e‘- (^jT-2) I tan 0^ tan m^ax [
Since in (30) f3 is assumed to be negative, /Qm.n in (32) should be positive. 
So the right hand side of (32) should also be positive, i,e., 5 > 2 .  Again, if 
/3 is negative, m^ux -  iGmax= 'Z%^ mux-  (A\)m,n, (vide 18). So Imav >  Anax. Therefore
we have m (32), —  ■ < 1 which is impossible if j !> 2. “ Thus cannot be
.f -- 2
negative. Hence /3 is positive which means, as assumed in (18-2), that the 
attraction potential f/(») becomes higher as the nucleus is raised to higher 
excited states due to emission of alpha particles at lower energies. Thus it 
it follows that U(r) or Uq is related indirectly to the kinetic energy of the out­
going alpha particle as already mentioned.
Now since is positive, we shall have instead of (32)
ns j '^ iTijx (A.jJrnnx _Vmiu (E2) IXfima\— ,-----  i^jri
(2-.S9 2*6*^ (^2 ( tan 0^ tan Om (33 i)
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l^ioni (32-1) and (21) we have evidently
’‘ < 4  < 2 -  ... (33.j )
Since fiom (18), =,-ange of «.cnergy spectrum
wc have from (32.1)
Vmux (Eai mtni 'Umlu (P;) n
lau 0^ m^ai ‘ 1  ■
(32 3)
and ^ „ . , = ( E , ) „ , „ - ( £ j ) „ _j T-’m av (E oiT Tinx __ T m in  ( E 2 ) m j i i
tan Oq tan <9yn
... (32.4)
Now it follows from (32 3) and (32 /\) Ihat in the case of the elements which 
do not show alpha energy spectrum,  ^=   ^= o. These elements possess only 
one effective energy level higher than the peak of the potential barrier. 
Tliere are, Iiowever, other energy stales lower than the peak of the harrier. 
These levels being of insufficient energy are incapable of emitting alpha 
particles. With smaller values of the potential barrier becomes less high 
and consequently the number of alpha trail sf or mat loiis giving rise to spectrum 
wnll increase, and nccessaiily the range of the alpha energy spectium becomes 
wdder. 11 is remarkable that the present theory llins provides a qualitative 
cxplaualion for the obscived fact that as wc go up a radioactive series, z 
increases, the number of spectial lines in general decreases till it becomes 
one (inrfe Table Ij. Irregularities, however, must be due to some structural 
complexities
E V A L U A T I O N  O F  N U C L E A R  R A D I U vS 7 o
vSince /3 is positive, wiiting for t/(ro) from (18.i) and (18.2)  ^
from (20 i)
rj _U If— -------  —25 25
m   ^ ~ U{ro)tUoEniii - ~25 25
Theref 01 e
Since corresponds to m^nx and hence (Ejjmax, ne have Irom (29)
(TT J j I _ (r ~ 3'/fn»x/ ( v f/r 1
(4 42*'c“ tan \ 2
Again from (15I and 'i8 .2j, we have
_ 22i‘‘V “
) itiin + [f/(r„)J UlllX
On substituting for V(io)Tnax from (33.1) and using (34) we get
UifoU _ i 5 5^ 'l’iTtiix VI___ (EaJmftx) ( v   ^IT \ (x--| —  --- "tan 6^0 p j^ nmx5
we have
■■■ (33) 
■■ f33 1)
■ ■ (34)
■■ (35)
(35-1)
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Name of decaying 
element
No of 
o-energv 
groups
obsd.
Mev,
obsd.
(Zr2)m]n
Mev.
f7(f „)niax 
Mev.
Nuclear
radius
cm.
I'roduced by
U^2.1B
I(,a»c
Ra«6
H„Z22
Ra
Ra C'2'4 
Rn F2>» 
Ra
Rd Th22« 
Th 
Tn!2o 
Th A218 
Th C'2I2 
Th C2J2
Ac U235
Pa23l
Rd A c237 
Ac X233 
An2i9 
Ac A3”  
Ac C'2H 
Ac C2ii
90
90
88
86
84
82
82
82
81
88
88
86
84
82 
82
8t
90
89
88
86
84
82
82
81
13
3^
3
4-2TO
4.780
4- 8jo
4 793
1..486
5- 998
JO.509
5 303 
5-S17
4.20 
5 418
5 680
6 280
6 7?4
10 S53
6 034
4-330 
5 00 
6.051 
5 720 
6.826
7 36.S 
7 434 
6.6ig
7.683
3'^ 8^s
5 .333 
5 335
8.776 
5 6oi
4 360 
3 473 
3 409
2 629
3 674 
3 890
3 526
4 327 
3 7R1
3 384 
3. *784
3 814 
4.077
4 222 
7-50 
4 151
3-643 
3-523
5 674 I 5-513 
5 533 j 3 8g6
6436
6 262
4-449 
4-381 
4 -390 
4 273
3 024 
3 139 
3 083
3.765
? 640 
2 380 
2 106
2-947
2 560
3 341
2.779
2 60S
2.334
2.146
T -J50
2 392
3 249 
3 007 
2 265 
2 626 
2.221 
“ 2.009 
1.997
2.213
g,UXa=*®< /9-decay 
o-decav 
gglo^ SO B-dccay 
ggRa226 o-dpctiy 
bcR u^^  ^ ft dlj^ cay 
B3RaC2*4 /9-decay
fl3RaE2io /9-cl^ cay 
B2RaB2'4 B-decay
BaMs'J‘hi)223A-decny 
,RdTh22V-decay 
BBThX23ia-decay 
Bfi'l'h^ O^a-dccay 
B3ThC2i2/3-decay 
BaThB2i2)9 decay
boU Y23i ^.decay
boAc227 ^.decay 
B()Rd Ac227a-decay 
bbAc X223 «-dccay 
BgAn^ i® a decay 
83Ac C2J1 /9-decay 
8-2Ac B21' ^-dei'ay
Now from (35) and (35.1) we get after transformation
________________ 0^___________________
4" t a n  ^0 “  5^'ymax(l ~  3^niiix/(jEa)m a*)}
where tan 0^ corresponds to Vmax and is given in (27.1), and 
L~2Z*e^ tan
(36’
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from (32.4) neglecting small term involving %, we have
L  = 2z*£‘® tan 0^ S^Jma: (2 “ A') range (36.1)
For the elements which do not show energy spectrum (36 i) takes the simple 
form
L  =  2 sz ‘^ e^t}o tan Oq . . (36-2)
It should be noted that the formula for in (36) contains .v and »/oi yet 
to be found 'I'he value of ijo will be obtained from the foimula to be 
deduced later on {vide 40). Hence we are in a position to calculate tq for 
different nuclei, if we take at present for a its limiting valuef s~ 2  (vide 32 2) 
In addition to the size of the nucleus, inlorination regarding the limiting 
values of the attraction potential Uir) at tq, are also known {vide 35 i). It 
IS remarkable that the magnitude of the short range potential calculated from 
our theory ranges over several Mev which agrees with the order of the magni­
tude obtained fioin other methods (e.g. nuclear binding energy calculation 
from mass defects, etc ) Table I gives the calculated values of r ,^ 
U{r{y)raax, foi' tlic eleiueiits of all the three radioactive series with s = 2.
It is to be noted that Fq. (36) gives an explicit formula for the size 
of a nucleus. Previously, the values of nuclear radii were obtained from an 
implicit logA. —£ relation. This method seems to be only approximate 
because, (i) the log A —£ relation, given by the leakage theory, is open 
to the objections raised by Chang (1948), Berthellot (1942) and others, 
(2) this log A-£ relation really contains an unknown averaging (normalizing) 
factor, and in calculating tq, all the previous workers, instead of ffndiug that 
unknown factor, have taken it to be unity, and (3) these values are cal­
culated from a relation in which A and £ arc variable, so that in the case of 
energy spectrum tq should be different for the different values of the observed 
energy for the same 2*. Thus, for example, for the element R aC ’, there 
should be at least 13 values of nuclear radii for the same element, which 
appears to be improbable.
On the other hand, our explicit formula for tq is independent of A, and 
conies out in terms of constant quantities, such as 2*, M, e, {E2)max, etc.
Deieimination of >/
From what has been discussed under Eq- (16) and also from the Hq- 
(18.i), it is seen that as f a t  tq increases, [/(tq) decreases. Similarly at 
distance r, the attractioii potential Uq may also be taken related in the same 
way with the corresponding kiueting energy of the alpha particle f ' =  ( f + 3»l)/4* 
[vide (20 3)]. This suggests a simple relationship between the two and we 
take tentatively
(37)
where n is an unknown constant and F  is a slowly varying function of f .
i  Numerical calculations suggest that 5 should be very clo.se to 2.
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A  constant F  leads to absurd result, as can easily be seen by comparing the two 
extreme cases of (37), namely £ = Now for^=^imuWe have from (37)
 ^ inii^  ~ (37<^ 1
Or, using (33.1) and (19.i)
t/(ro)mga _ Aiiiix ______ h (^ iTiitx)
2^  2 5  l46»mx+3»io)
1  ' * • *
3/^ niiijf__ I
4 .^n..x + 3^ 0 '
(37 2)
/3.U
Since 3  ^r.inn < U £  ma\ ■*“ 3'Jo>j we have from (37.2)
f7(ro)mai _ftmiiTL _ _6 i4£i»“Tt  ^ 3^ i0 )
2 S 25  ■4 £niax+3 ^/u)" (4 $<>^ ax  ^ 3 V 0 > 25
Again, since/^ :^ i,iQx f i^rohn.u, we have from '3S), on equating tcims of the 
same order
i-HtoU x ^  __ Fiu .x)
2S U^ ni,,x + 3 /^J ” i3  ^ 3 I
and
" t  = I 3^,S.26ri5 F(^ ma L U M i  llJttX “
(4Emil'S “* 3Vof
Substituting '3^ .^i) in (38 2) vvc have
3 Jif/I fo )tnu\ =  4 n^iuX "i" 3 ’io 3^ 9 )
Now putting V{ro)mnx from '33.1) and using (34), ^^32 3) and 3^2 4), we have 
after transformation, if sn = 5'‘
no =
2(5' +1)
■ . i f i 2111 -  4A L i^.1 3 5  - 4 5  r  o ;  r . (E.hninl
2^ S 4  + _3 "
4 tan^ 'rnfij tan^ >o
3^9 I)
3( 5 ' +
It may be shown from Kq. (27) that if we assume )] > i E ,  we have impossible 
results. L,et us first put t] =  lE .  In that case Hq (27) or the first term on 
the left hand side of (23) becomes zero, i.c., we shall have 2K2 = o, which is 
impossible [vide (2.4).] Again if y ^F, the numerator of 2^7) becomes 
negative and so the term on the left hand side of (13) becomes positive, which 
is impossible. Hence we conclude that y <  IE.  Using this condition we 
can easily find from 3^9 i) that for the elements which do not show alpha 
energy spectrum s' is certainly less than 2. Again since lower limit of y = o, 
for the average value of 5' = 1/2. With this value of .s', in the general 
case, we have from ^39.1) neglecting the higher term
(£sh„ax“  iEz)n
and hence — 1^2)111111 "t ^-( (A2)m«x “  (£a,
149)
(4 0 .1 )
S E C T I O N  2
Dlsintegiation co7istani A
We now consider the condition of continuity at the fiist boundary t = 
This condition of continuity gives a foiinula for the viscosity coefTicieut 
from which we shall deduce the disintegration constant A.
Since near ro, K ^ j x  >  i ,  vve have to take the solution (8) for the 
region just outside In order to deduce tlic proper sign in the exponential, 
we coiivSidcr the behaviour of the solution at / , npto which it is valid. Now 
at r = i ' ,  cot u in Kif. (8) is from (6.i)
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(cot
since from (3.2), (2.4) and (7.2) 4iv2/ft2r' —i-
I'herefore in order to make the solution bounded at r  , we shall have 
to take
Now since c o t u = ^ ,  u — nr, where n = o, i,  2, 3 etc. But if we put »i = o, 
we get e±K:2'2H'-sm 2u') =  i^  and the function becomes infinite both for 
positive and negative sign of the exponential. Hence n = 1 at least. As N. 
is large, for h= i , 2, 3 etc., the condition (41) is satisfied only if the negative 
sign is taken. Thus ICq. (8) becomes
R . =  . V CfTl H. C ... (42)
r
Now the boundary conditions at give
— iv2(2i< —iiHl 2H]
S r • log-
sin cXi r
r^ >o
' ti , V cot u.e
| « r  ---------------
The left hand side of ( 3^) is cot (Xjr„ - 
where
vSince 
we have
« t «  I,
I Stt- M E i 
“ ‘ ’’" " A + \  /V“ ■ • 3 V t v ' "
v^ O
'43-1)
« . c o t  =  c o t  (A + iJ )  =  « , coi A - c o t  V l + B “« . c o t  A.
Now since A IS of the ordci- of 40, and cot A of the order 4, by puttiiiB 
c o t/I =  8/i4 and the values of .d and B from (43.1) and on neglecting terms 
6- 173dP—12
containing and b“ being too small, we have after transformation,
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CX, cot CXj?„ — -  =  — ^
r,j n  U \  4E,
Now the light hand side of (43) is
+ ( 4K?
u '  4ro(i-cX2ro/4K’2i ' 2 ^  otor,, 
IXqiiatmg (43.2) wUh ’43-3i we have
I ' ' I
^ 0  I 4_. ^
2 ^  Tn CX,
Now from 2^2) and (20), and using (20*2) foi we get
= 4 (i + f '7'/22V ) / 5'
E  2
and
Therefore the right hand side of (/14) becomes after transformation
° ^ =  ^  (3 ' oH r , ; ( i +
2 2r,
i
3 | ” “ _ j '  1
I 32*c* f
billing (43! and (44), on neglecting 1 compared to 38, we get
i I . “ ( 3 + W “
\ 4L1 8/!,T j  i i r  \ 2 z*e 2r„ J j
U 3-2)
(43-3)
• U4)
(4V1)
(44.2)
>• (45)
Mnce again < < 2 ^ * ,  \vc have finally for b, on putting —
and simplifying
1 ‘ - ' H
• '46)
Now we have by definition
. _ I dD, _  I dhh
• (47)D„ ' di N, ' di
where U a is the probable number density at the surface and JV,, is the
probable number of cx-particles in a thin shell ot width Aro, just inside the 
surface. Again
= 1 dN
di dt N dt
... (48)
where is the total number of alpha parlides inside a Riven nucleus, and 
N, the total number of nuclei in the sample. Therefore fioni (471, (48), 
and 4^6) we have
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To
or, from (42)
V J + I
c y  sin” (Xjio 47rr„^Ar,)
where
V i  + W / ^ 7VV„=' cot Wo.e
— 2/f«(ai<o-'sin jj<o1
<49)
C = 47r6‘'a^Aro,
and Cl and Ca are the averaging factors for the solution inside and jUvSt 
outside To-
In the expression for A, the exponential part is im]iortant Howevei, 
it requires to be mentioned that in the exponential of our formula, unlike the 
previous formulae, we have in /C-, not the observed energy 7%, butlf^+C,,. 
A  study of Changes curve will show that if log X — E curve is plotted against 
the internal energy, i.e,, E2 + the discrepancy can be resolved
The quantitative agreement of our formula for A aviII be considered la ter 
on, only when C in Kq. (49.1) and .s' in ^39.1) can be known exactly.
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